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unfortunately, while the win32 api is widely supported, it is not available in the windows phone 8.1 sdk, which is the toolkit that microsoft uses for windows phone development. the same problem
exists for the windows store platform, which is the target for windows phone apps. to install opengl on windows phone, you need to follow the instructions in the article install open graphics library
for windows phone 8.1, which includes information on the minimum requirements and the process of adding the dll to your application. the dll should be added to the <app name>.appxmanifest file,
which is located in the %programfiles(x86)%\microsoft\xde\xde7 directory. the opengl32.dll file should be added as a reference to the <application> node. i can't seem to find drivers that are
compatible with both windows 10 and an intel 2nd generation processor. i did find that microsoft has a driver that can be installed for older windows systems, but that driver doesn't support opengl
2.1. i also cannot install my graphics drivers for windows 10 or windows 8.1, and there doesn't seem to be a way to install the earlier drivers for windows 10. even microsoft's own website states
that: with this in mind, it seems that no one is really developing drivers for windows 10 (even if they have a windows 7 license, which i don't have). however, the intel website states that the q45-45w
is supported with the windows 7 version of the driver. this is false; in reality, all graphics chips are supported with the windows 7 version of the driver, but it is noted in the intel hd graphics 4000
driver that there is no opengl support.
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opengl es version 2.0.32 is now available for download. this is the second version of opengl es v2 released for windows. opengl es 2.0 is a subset of opengl.0 enables you to create graphics
applications for android using opengl es. opengl es version 2.0.31 is now available for download. this is the first version of opengl es v2 released for windows. opengl es 2.0 is a subset of opengl.0

enables you to create graphics applications for android using opengl es. opengl es version 2.0.30 is now available for download. this is the first version of opengl es v2 released for windows. opengl
es 2.0 is a subset of opengl.0 enables you to create graphics applications for android using opengl es. why do you have to do this? intel supplies a 'driver' for windows 8 and older, but windows 10

ships with a 'driver' for windows 8 and older. the microsoft-supplied driver doesn't support opengl. the workaround is to manually load functions via a platform-specific api call. this is a gross mis-step
on microsoft's part, and it likely results in significantly fewer people using windows 10. this step is relatively trivial, and you can do it manually or via a third-party library. if you are using the c/c++

language binding for opengl, then you are strongly advised to use a window toolkit for managing this task. these libraries create a window, attach an opengl context to this window, and manage
basic input for that window. once you are comfortable with opengl, you can then start learning how to do this manually. thanks for the reply, but i've already done that, as i said, i tried to update the

drive tointel hd graphics 4000, which on the website, says it's compatible with windows 10, but when i try to download it, it says that it isn't compatible. furthermore, when i try to update
automatically, it says that my driver is already updated. 5ec8ef588b
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